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Why ETF track records are becoming an afterthought

Shrugging off the once-coveted, three-year performance record, advisers are pouring billions of dollars in assets
into funds with untested histories.
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So much for the idea of waiting on a fund-tracking firm to measure a three-year track record before investing.
When it comes to exchange-traded funds, investors and financial advisers are jumping headlong into strategies that make sense now. Largely attributable to the
transparency of index-based ETFs, there is solid evidence that the age of a fund no longer matters, according to Todd Rosenbluth, director of mutual fund and ETF
research at CFRA.
Through the end of May, Rosenbluth identified 529 U.S. ETFs with at least $1 billion in assets and found that 93, or more than 17%, have only been around since 2015.
Thirty-five of those $1 billion-plus funds have only been around since 2018.
“Investors are not waiting three years to buy an ETF,” Rosenbluth said.
While advisers still might generally hold off on traditional actively-managed mutual funds until they reach the three-year milestone, Rosenbluth said the unprecedented
popularity of indexed ETFs is upending the old mode of waiting for track records and ratings from fund trackers like Morningstar.
“The major difference is these ETFs are tracking indexes that are often very easy to understand, and advisers can look inside and confirm what they’re getting,” he said.
“So, if the ETF screen is offering exposure to what you’re seeking then age doesn’t matter.”
Examples of relatively young ETFs with large pools of assets include the $13.9 billion Communications Services Select Sector SPDR ETF (XLC), which was launched in
June 2018, the $3.7 billion ARK Fintech Innovation ETF (ARKF), launched in February 2019, and the $4.1 billion JPMorgan BetaBuilders Developed Asia ex-Japan ETF
(BBAX), launched in August 2018.
The 10 largest U.S. listed ETFs launched within the last three years combine for more than $60 billion in assets.
With the exception of the actively-managed ARK ETF, the fastest growing ETFs are variations on sector-based indexed strategies that give advisers and asset
allocators exactly what they want and in the way they want it.

“CFRA has long advocated investors use the frequent disclosure of ETF holdings and key cost factors to assess the drivers of future performance rather than waiting for
a fund to hit its three-year anniversary and looking backwards as other research providers do,” Rosenbluth said. “We believe as more ETFs come to market,
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focus more on the use case of the products rather than treat the funds like old-world mutual funds that need to demonstrate a long performance record.”
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Kashif Ahmed, president of American Private Wealth, said there are multiple reasons for not waiting three years for a fund to earn a rating and a three-year track record.
“The old wait for a three-year track record was flawed in a sense, because many financial advisers simply waited three years to see if an ETF survived,” he said. “But
there is no law that says a big ETF cannot lose favor just as quickly and meet a swift demise. After all, we live in the era of the Reddit and meme stock stupidity and
any ETF overly exposed to such meme stocks will be wilder than the wildest roller coaster.”
Jeff Farrar, co-founder and partner at Procyon Partners, said a fund’s age is only a factor long enough to determine how well it tracks its benchmark.
“If the index is the S&P 500 there is less to worry about, but sometimes the index is Jerry’s backyard custom stock index and there is more to worry about,” he said.
“Seeing what kind of liquidity and bid/ask spread it has is important, and I would say size is more of a factor in trying to determine if it is going to survive.”
Proof of index tracking is key, according to Paul Schatz, president of Heritage Capital.
“I won’t use an ETF until I can model it, and sometimes it takes a year of data, while other times it takes years,” he said. “I look at bid/ask spreads as well as AUM in the
product, and I also analyze whether it’s an index or actively managed.”
Meanwhile, Schatz warns, “Those hypergrowth ETFs with concentrated positions are a red flag for me without lots of due diligence.”
It is worth noting that none of the ETFs on CFRA’s list were converted from existing mutual funds, meaning the assets under management started from scratch and were
not rolled over in bulk.
Also worth noting, while CFRA applies ratings on most funds beginning a few months after they are launched, Morningstar doesn’t apply its performance-based star
rating on funds until they achieve a three-year track record.
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